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Abstrat
Let us give a two dimensional family of real vetor elds. We suppose that there exists a stationary point
where the linearized vetor eld has suessively a stable fous, an unstable fous and an unstable node.
When the parameter moves slowly, a bifuration delay appears due to the Hopf bifuration. The studied
question in this artile is the ontinuation of the delay after the fous-node bifuration.
AMS lassiation: 34D15, 34E15, 34E18, 34E20, 34M60
Keywords: Hopf-bifur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1 Introdution
"Singular perturbations" is a studied domain from many years ago. Sine 1980, many ontributions were written
beause new tools were applied to the subjet. The main studied objets are the slow fast vetor elds also
known as systems with two time-sales. We will give the problem here with a more partiular point of view:
the bifuration delay , as in artiles [8, 2, 9, 7℄. We write the studied system: εX˙ = f(t,X, ε), where ε is a real
positive parameter whih tends to zero. For a better understanding of the expression dynami bifuration it is
better to write the system after a resaling of the variable:{
X˙ = f(a,X, ε)
a˙ = ε
where a is a "slowly varying" parameter.
The main objets in this study are the eigenvalues of the linear part of equation X˙ = f(a,X, 0) near the
quasi-stationary point. Indeed, they give a haraterization of the stability of the equilibrium of the fast vetor
eld at this point. The aim of this study is to understand what happens when the stability of a quasi-stationary
point hanges. A bifuration ours when at least one of the eigenvalues has a null real part.
In this artile we restrit our study to two-dimensional real systems. In this situation, the generi bifurations
are: the saddle-node bifuration, the Hopf bifuration and the fous-node bifuration.
The saddle-node bifuration is solved by the turning point theory: when the real part of one of the eigenvalue
beomes positive, there is no delay and a trajetory of the systems leaves the neighborhood of the quasi-
stationary point when it reahes the bifuration. For this study, the study of one-dimensional systems is
suient: we have a deomposition of the phase spae where only the one-dimensional fator is interesting.
There exist many artiles on this subjet, we will be interested partiularly by [3℄ where the method of relief is
used. The artile [6℄ introdues the geometrial methods of Fenihel's manifold.
The Hopf delayed bifuration is well explained in [10℄, we will upgrade the results in paragraph 2 below.
In a fous-node bifuration, the stability of the quasi stationary point does not hange, then, loally, there
is no problem of anards or bifuration delays. Indeed, when there is a bifuration delay at a Hopf-bifuration
point, it is possible to evaluate the value of the delay, and the main question is to understand the inuene of
the fous node bifuration to this delay.
In paragraph 2, the Hopf bifuration alone is studied, as well as the fous-node bifuration following a Hopf
bifuration in paragraph 3.
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In paragraphs 2.1 and 3.1, we assume that there exists a solution of the system approximed by the quasi
steady state in the whole domain, so this trajetory has an innite delay. The used methods are real, and the
system has to be smooth (atually only C2). In paragraphs 2.2 et 3.2, we avoid this very speial hypothesis. It
is here supposed that the system is analyti, and we study the solutions on omplex domains. Unfortunately, I
have not a proof for the main result of this artile. But it seems to me that the problem is interesting, and the
results are argumented.
We use Nelson's nonstandard terminology (see for example [5℄). Indeed, almost all sentenes an be translated
in lassial terms, where ε is onsidered as a variable and not as a parameter. Often, the translation is given
on footnotes.
2 The delayed Hopf bifuration
The problem is studied and essentially resolved in [10℄. We give here the proofs to improve the results and to
x the ideas for the main paragraph of the artile. The main tool is the relief 's theory of J.L. Callot, explained
in [4℄.
The studied equation is
εX˙ = f(t,X, ε) (1)
where f is analyti on a domain D of C×C2 ×C.
Hypothesis and notations
H1 The funtion f is analyti. It takes real values when the arguments are real.
H2 The parameter ε is real, positive, innitesimal1.
H3 There exists an analyti funtion φ, dened on a omplex domain Dt so that f(t, φ(t), 0) = 0. The urve
X = φ(t) is alled the slow urve of equation (1). We assume that the intersetion of Dt with the real
axis is an interval ]tm, tM [.
H4 Let us denote λ(t) and µ(t) for the eigenvalues of the jaobian matrix DXf , omputed at point (t, φ(t), 0).
We assume that , for t real, the signs of the real and imaginary parts are given by the table below :
t tm a tM
ℜ(λ(t)) - 0 +
ℜ(µ(t)) - 0 +
ℑ(λ(t)) - - -
ℑ(µ(t)) + + +
Then, when t inreases from tm to tM , the quasi-steady state is rst an attrative fous, then a repulsive
fous, with a Hopf bifuration at t = a.
2.1 Input-output funtion when there exists a big anard
In this setion, we assume that there exists a big anard X˜(t) i.e. a solution of equation (1) suh that2 X˜(t) ≃ φ(t)
for all t in the S-interior of ]tm, tM [. We now want to study the others solutions of equation (1) by omparison
with X˜.
The main tool for that is a sequene of hange of unknowm: rst, we perform a translation on X , depending
on t to put the big anard on the axis:
X = X˜(t) + Y
It gives the system
εY˙ = g(t, Y, ε) with g(t, Y, ε) = f(t, X˜(t) + Y, ε)− f(t, X˜(t), ε)
1
In lassial terms, we assume that ε leaves in a small omplex setor: |ε| bounded and arg(ε) ∈]− δ, δ[.
2
Without nonstandard terminology, a big anard is a solution of equation (1) depending on the parameter ε suh that
∀t ∈]tm, tM [, lim
ε>0,ε→0
X˜(t, ε) = φ(t)
2
The matrix DXf(t, φ(t), 0) has two omplex onjugate distint eigenvalues (see hypothesis H4), then there exists
a linear transformation P (t) whih transforms the jaobian matrix in a anonial form. We dene the hange
of unknown
Y = P (t)Z
The new system, has the following form (we wrote only the interesting terms):
εZ˙ = h(t, Z, ε) with h(t, Z, ε) =
(
α(t) −ω(t)
ω(t) α(t)
)
Z +O(ε)Z +O(Z2) , λ(t) = α(t)− iω(t)
The next hange is given by the polar oordinates:
Z =
(
r cos θ
r sin θ
)
{
εr˙ = r (α(t) +O(ε) +O(r))
εθ˙ = ω(t) +O(ε) +O(r)
The last one is an exponential mirosope
3
:
r = exp
(ρ
ε
)
{
ρ˙ = α(t) +O(ε) + e
ρ
ε k1(r, θ, ε)
εθ˙ = ω(t) +O(ε) + e
ρ
ε k2(r, θ, ε)
(2)
While ρ is non positive and non innitesimal, r is exponentially small and the equation (2) gives a good
approximation of ρ with ρ˙ = α. When ρ beomes innitesimal, with a more subtle argument (see [1℄) using
dierential inequations, we an prove that r beomes non innitesimal. This gives the proposition below:
Proposition 1 Let us assume hypothesis H1 to H4 (Hopf bifuration) for equation (1). However, we assume
that there exists a anard X˜(t) going along4 the slow urve at least on ]tm, tM [. Then if X(t) goes along the
slow urve exatly
5
on ]te, ts[ with [te, ts] ⊂]tm, tM [, then∫ ts
te
ℜ(λ(τ))dτ = 0
The input-output relation (between te and ts) is dened by
∫ ts
te
ℜ(λ(τ))dτ = 0. It is desribed by its graph
(see gure 1). In this ase, this relation is a funtion.
Figure 1: The input-output relation for equation (3) when there exists a big anard.
3
All the preeeding transformations were regular with respet to ε. This last one is singular at ε = 0.
4
A solution X˜(t, ε) goes along the slow urve at least on ]t1, t2[ if
∀t ∈]t1, t2[, lim
ε>0,ε→0
X˜(t, ε) = φ(t)
5
A solution X˜(t, ε) goes along the slow urve exatly on ]te, ts[ if it goes along the slow urve at least on ]te, ts[, and if the
interval ]te, ts[ is maximal for this property.
3
2.2 The bump and the anti-bump
In this paragraph, t beomes omplex, in the domain Dt. We assume that for all t in Dt, the two eigenvalues
λ(t) and µ(t) are distint. It is a neessary ondition to apply Callot's theory of reliefs.
We dene the reliefs Rλ and Rµ by:
Fλ(t) =
∫ t
a
λ(t)dt , Rλ(t) = ℜ(Fλ(t))
Fµ(t) =
∫ t
a
µ(t)dt , Rµ(t) = ℜ(Fµ(t))
It is easy to see that λ(t) = µ(t), and Fλ(t) = Fµ(t), then Rλ(t) = Rµ(t). The two funtions Rλ and Rµ
oinide on the real axis. We will denote R(t).
Denition 1 We say that a path γ : s ∈ [0, 1] 7→ Dt goes down the relief Rλ if and only if ddsRλ(γ(s)) < 0 for
all s in [0, 1].
Denition 2 Let us give a point te suh that (te, φ(te), 0) ∈ D. We say that Dt is a domain below te if and
only if for all t in the S-interior of Dt, there exist two paths in Dt, from te to t, the rst one goes down the
relief Rλ and the seond one down Rµ.
Theorem 2 (Callot) Let us assume that Dt is a domain below te. A solution X(t) of equation (1) with
an initial ondition X(te) innitesimally lose to φ(te) is dened at least on the S-interior of Dt where it is
innitesimally lose to φ(t).
Let us apply this theorem to the following example, hosen as the typial example satisfying hypothesis H1
to H4 (Hopf bifuration). {
εx˙ = tx+ y + εc1
εy˙ = −x+ ty + εc2 (3)
The eigenvalues are λ = t−i et µ = t+i. The level urves of the two reliefs Rλ(t) = 12 (t−i)2 and Rµ(t) = 12 (t+i)2
are drawn on gure 2.
Figure 2: The level urves of the two reliefs of equation (3), and a domain below te
Generially
1
there is no surstability at point t = i (see [3℄ for the denition of surstability). Consequently,
we have the following results for all equations suh that the reliefs are on the same type as those of gure 2:
Denition 3 Let us give tc a point
2
where the eigenvalue vanishes: λ(tc) = 0. The value of the relief at point
tc is a ritial value of the relief Rλ. The bump
3
is the real number t∗ bigger than a, minimal suh that Rλ(t∗)
is a ritial value. The anti-bump is the real number t∗∗ smaller than a, maximal suh that Rλ(t∗∗) is a ritial
value.
1
I do not know the exat generi hypothesis. We have to ombine the onstraints given by the surstability theory of [3℄ and the
fat that the equation (1) is real
2
In some ases, it is possible that tc is innite. For εX˙ =
„
sin t cos t
− cos t sin t
«
X +O(X2) + O(ε) we have tc = +i∞.
3
The name "bump" is a translation of the frenh name "butée"
4
For equation (3), the bump is t∗ = 1 and the anti-bump t∗∗ = −1.
Theorem 3 A trajetory of equation (1) an go along the slow urve X = φ(t) exatly on ]te, ts[ if and only if
one of the following is veried:
te < t
∗∗
and ts = t
∗
te = t
∗∗
and ts > t
∗
t∗∗ < te < a and a < ts < t∗ and R(te) = R(ts)
This theorem is illustrated by the graph of the input-output relation, drawn on gure 3.
Figure 3: The input-output relation for equation (3)
3 Delayed Hopf bifuration followed by a fous-node bifuration
The studied equation is
εX˙ = f(t,X, ε) (4)
where f is analyti on a domain D of C×C2 ×C, and satises the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis and notations
HFN1 The analyti funtion f takes real values when the arguments are real.
HFN2 The parameter ε is real, positive, innitesimal.
HFN3 There exists an analyti funtion φ, dened on a omplex domain Dt suh that f(t, φ(t), 0) = 0. The
urve X = φ(t) is alled the slow urve of equation 1. We assume that the intersetion of Dt with the real
axis is an interval ]tm, tM [.
HFN4 Let us denote λ(t) and µ(t) for the eigenvalues of the jaobian matrix DXf , omputed at point (t, φ(t), 0).
We assume that , for t real, the signs of the real and imaginary parts are given by the table below :
t tm a b tM
ℜ(λ(t)) - 0 + + +
ℜ(µ(t)) - 0 + + +
ℑ(λ(t)) - - - 0 0
ℑ(µ(t)) + + + 0 0
Then, when t inreases on the real interval ]tm, tM [, we have suesively an attrative fous, a Hopf
bifuration at t = a, a repulsive fous, a fous-node bifuration at t = b and a repulsive node. At point
t = b, the two eigenvalues oinide. We assume that λ(t) = µ(t) only at point b. Atually, in the omplex
plane, the two eigenvalues are the two determinations of a multiform funtion dened on a Riemann
surfae with a square root singularity at point b.
However, there is a symmetry: if the funtion
√
is dened with a ut-o on the positive real axis, it
satises
√
s = −√s and we then have
µ(t) = λ(t)
5
HFN5 For the same reason, the two reliefs
Rλ(t) = ℜ
(∫ t
a
λ(t)dt
)
and Rµ(t) = ℜ
(∫ t
a
µ(t)dt
)
are the two determinations of a multiform funtion with a square root singularity at point t = b. However,
there is a symmetry: if the funtion
√
is dened with a ut-o on the positive real axis, it satises√
s = −√s and we have then: Rµ(t) = Rλ(t) exept on the ut-o half line [b,+∞[. For real t > b,
we hoose determinations of square root suh that λ(t) < µ(t). We assume that Rλ has a unique ritial
point with ritial value Rc. We assume that Rλ(b) < Rc. An example is given and studied in paragraph
3.2.1.
3.1 Input-output funtion when there exists a big anard
We assume now that there exists a big anard X˜(t) i.e. a solution of equation (1) suh that X˜(t) ≃ φ(t) for
all t in the S-interior of ]tm, tM [. The study below is similar to paragraph 2.1. The added diulty is the
oinidene of the two eigenvalues at point b whih do not allow to diagonalize the linear part.
The rst hange of unknown is X = X˜(t) + Z whih moves the big anard on the axis X = 0:
εZ˙ = A(t)Z +O(ε)Z +O(Z2) , A(t) = DXf(t, φ(t), 0)
Let us denote
(
α(t) β(t)
γ(t) δ(t)
)
the oeients of the matrix A(t). As in paragraph 2.1, the hange of unknowns
Z =
(
r cos θ
r sin θ
)
, r = exp
(ρ
ε
)
gives the new system:{
ρ˙ = α(t) cos2 θ + (β(t) + γ(t)) cos θ sin θ + δ(t) sin2 θ +O(ε) + e
ρ
ε k1(r, θ, ε)
εθ˙ = γ(t) cos2 θ + (δ(t)− α(t)) cos θ sin θ − β(t) sin2 θ +O(ε) + e ρε k2(r, θ, ε) (5)
For nonpositive ρ (more preisely, for innitesimal r), the seond equation is a slow-fast equation. Its slow urve
is given by
θ = arctan

δ(t)− α(t) ±
√
α(t)
2 − 2α(t)δ(t) + δ(t)2 + 4 β(t)γ(t)
2β(t)


It has two branhes when λ and µ are reals, one is attrative, the other is repulsive: see gure 4.
When θ goes along a branh of the slow urve, (and when r is innitesimal), an easy omputation shows
that ρ˙ is innitely lose to one of the eigenvalues λ or µ. The repulsive branh orresponds to the smallest
eigenvalue (whih is real positive). When t < b, the angle θ moves innitely fast, and an averaging proedure
is needed to evaluate the variation of ρ:
〈ρ˙〉 =
∫ θ1+2pi
θ1
ρ˙
θ˙
dθ∫ θ1+2pi
θ1
1
θ˙
dθ
An easy omputation shows now that, in the S-interior of the domain t < b, ρ < 0, we have
〈ρ˙〉 ≃ α(t) + δ(t)
2
= ℜ(λ(t)) = ℜ(µ(t))
Let us give an initial ondition (t, θ) between the two branhes of the slow urve and ρ negative non
innitesimal (in the example, we an take t = 0.8, θ = 0, ρ = −0.03). For inreasing t, the urve (t, θ(t)) goes
along the attrative branh of the slow urve, while ρ believes negative non innitesimal. For dereasing t, the
solution goes along the repulsive branh, then θ moves innitely fast while ρ believes negative non innitesimal.
Consequently, we know the variation of ρ(t) (see gure 4). As in paragraph 2.1, a more subtle argument is
needed to prove that when ρ beomes innitesimal, the variable r beomes non innitesimal and the trajetory
X leaves the neighborhood of the slow urve.
From this study, all the behaviours of ρ(t) are known, depending on the initial ondition. They are drawn
on gure 5.
6
Figure 4: One of the trajetories of system 0.002X˙ =
(
t 1
t− 0.3 t
)
X drawn with the variables (θ, ρ). The
slow urve is also drawn
Figure 5: The possible behaviours of ρ(t).
Proposition 4 Let us give an equation of type (6) with hypothesis HFN1 to HFN5. Assume also that there
exists a big anard X˜(t) going along the slow urve on the whole interval ]tm, tM [. If a trajetory X(t) goes
along the slow urve exatly on an interval ]te, ts[ with [te, ts] ⊂]tm, tM [, then∫ ts
te
ℜ(λ(τ))dτ ≤ 0 ≤
∫ ts
te
ℜ(µ(τ))dτ
Conversely, if the inequalities above are satised, there exists a trajetory going along the slow urve exatly
on ]te, ts[.
The input-output relation is desribed by its graph, drawn on gure 6.
We ould give more preise results if we onsider the two variables r and θ for the input-output relation.
Indeed, when the point (te, ts) is in the interior of the graph of the input-output relation, we know that, at time
of output, θ is going along the attrative slow urve whih orresponds to the unique fast trajetory tangent to
the eigenspae of the biggest eienvalue µ.
3.2 The fous-node bifuration is a bump
Here is the main part of this artile. Today, I am not able to prove the expeting results, but I have propositions
in this diretion. To explain the problem, I will give onjetures.
Let us dene the anti-bump t∗∗ and the two bumps t∗λ and t
∗
µ as in denition 3:
Rλ(tc) = Rµ(tc) = Rλ(t
∗∗) = Rµ(t∗∗) = Rλ(t∗λ) = Rµ(t
∗
µ)
7
Figure 6: The input-output relation for equation (6) when there exists a big anard.
. We have t∗∗ < a < t∗µ = t
∗
λ ≤ b or t∗∗ < a < b < t∗µ < t∗λ. In the rst ase, the bump is before the
fous node bifuration, and the study of paragraph 2.2 is available. The interesting ase is the seond, where
the omputed bump is after the fous node bifuration, this ase is assumed with hypothesis HFN5.
Conjeture 5 With hypothesis HFN1 to HFN5, the following proposition is generially wrong:
If a trajetory of (4) goes along the slow urve at least on ]t∗∗, a[, then it goes until the slow urve at least
on [t∗∗, t∗µ].
To work on this onjeture, we will study an example whih is, in some sense, a normal form of the problem:
the slow urve is moved on the t-axis and the fast vetor eld is linearized. The example is{
ε3x˙ = tx+ y + ε3c1
ε3y˙ = (t− b)x+ ty + ε3c2 (6)
Proposition 6 A numerial simulation of equation (6) gave the gure 7. It onrms onjeture 5.
Figure 7: TrajetoriesX− and X+: the rst goes along the horizontal axis from −∞ to b, where it jumps outside
the neighborhood of the horizontal axis; the seond one goes along the horizontal axis from +∞ to −b where it
has big osillations. The parameters are b = 0.3, c1 = 0, c2 = −1, ε3 = 0.002, the trajetory is omputed with
a RK4 method, with step 0.0001. Other methods and other steps were tried, and the results are always very
similar.
This proposition gives a good argument for the next onjeture, more preise than the rst one:
Conjeture 7 If a trajetory of system (4) goes along the slow urve in a neighborhood of a real t with t < a
and R(t) > R(b), then it does not go along the slow urve after the fous-node bifuration point b.
8
So, generially, the input-output relation of equation (4) has a graph similar to the graph of gure 3; if R(t∗∗) >
R(b), we have to replae t∗ by b et t∗∗ par t∗∗b where R(t
∗∗
b ) = R(b). The delay of the Hopf bifuration is stopped
either by the bump (as in ase of a Hopf bifuration alone) either by the fous-node bifuration.
Proposition 8 If the onjeture 7 is true for one trajetory, then it is true for all of them.
Proof Assume that equation (4) has a solution X˜ whih does not verify onjeture 7. Then, X˜ goes along
the slow urve on an interval ]t1, t2[ with t1 < t
∗∗
b < a < b < t2. If the problem is onsidered on a restrited
interval ]t1, t2[, the equation has a big anard, and we an apply the proposition 4. Then all trajetories going
along the slow urve before t∗∗b goes along the slow urve until b, and even a little more. 
In this artile, we will now study only equation (6). We hanged ε into ε3 only to avoid frationnary
exponents. The analyti struture with respet to ε is obviously modied, but does not matter for our purpose.
To study the phase portrait of equation (4) or (6), two trajetories are very important. They are alled
distinguished trajetories by JL.Callot and they are very lassial. The rst one, denoted X+ goes along the
slow urve for t near tM . Similarly, X− goes along the slow urve for t near tm. These two trajetories are
Fenihel's manifolds, they are unique when tm = −∞ and tM = +∞. For the partiular equation (6), these two
trajetories are drawn on gure 7. We have for this example a nie fat: X− and X+ have an expliit formula,
using the Airy funtion (in an appendix (setion 4) , we give lassial needed results on Airy funtions and Airy
equation).
X+(t) =
(
x+(t)
y+(t)
)
= −e 12 t
2
ε3 M(t)
∫ +∞
t
e−
1
2
τ2
ε3 M−1(τ)dτ
(
c1
c2
)
(7)
X−(t) =
(
x−(t)
y−(t)
)
= e
1
2
t2
ε3 M(t)
∫ t
−∞
e−
1
2
τ2
ε3 M−1(τ)dτ
(
c1
c2
)
(8)
where M(t) =
√
pi
ε
(
A
(
j t−b
ε2
)
A
(
j2 t−b
ε2
)
εjA′
(
j t−b
ε2
)
εj2A′
(
j2 t−b
ε2
) )
with det(M(t)) =
i
2
(9)
All the integrals are onvergent beause the Airy funtion is bounded at innity by C|t|− 32 e 23 |t|
3
2
.
3.2.1 The relief
In this paragraph, we want to explore the methods used in paragraph 2.2 when there is a fous-node bifuration.
We also hek the hypothesis HFN1 to HFN5.
Hypothesis HFN1 to HFN3 are obvious with the slow urve φ(t,X, 0) = 0 and the domain D = C×C2×C.
The omputation of the eigenvalues of the jaobian matrix J(t) =
(
t 1
t− b t
)
gives
λ(t) = t− (t− b) 12 µ(t) = t+ (t− b) 12
The determination of the square root is needed to allow the formula above. In all this paragraph, we hoose
a ut-o on the positive real axis:
(reiθ)
1
2 =
√
r e
iθ
2 θ ∈ [0, 2pi[
For the funtion ()
3
2
, we hoose the same ut-o.
The relation t
1
2 = −t 12 will be useful. Then, λ and µ are the two determinations of a multiform funtion.
The ut-o is the semi-axis [b,+∞[, and µ(t) = λ(t).
For a = 0 and
b > 1
4
, (10)
the hypothesis HFN4 is easy to hek.
The two assoiated reliefs are given by
Fλ(t) = 12 t
2 − 2
3
(t− b) 32 − 2
3
ib
3
2 Fµ(t) = 12 t
2 + 2
3
(t− b) 32 + 2
3
ib
3
2
Rλ(t) = ℜ(Fλ(t)) Rµ(t) = ℜ(Fµ(t))
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Figure 8: Level urves of relief Rλ for b = 0.3, and path used in paragraph 3.2.4.
Let us omment gure 8: the value of Rλ is +∞ at both ends of the real axis. If a path goes from t = −∞
to t = +∞, it has to go down at least until the mountain pass, whih is the unique ritial point of the relief
given by
tc = 12 + i
√
b− 1
4
= 0.500 + 0.224 i
The value of the relief at this ritial point is
Rc = Rλ(tc) = 12 b− 112 = 0.067
We solve now on the real axis the equation Rλ(t) = Rc. The solution are te and ts given by

if b > 1
2
+ 1
6
√
3 , te = −
√
b− 1
6
ts =
√
b− 1
6
if b < 1
2
+ 1
6
√
3 , te = −
√
b− 1
6
{
ts1 = ...
ts2 = ...
The symbols ... in the formula above are the solutions of a polynom in t of degree 4. The exat expression is
not needed. For b = 0.3, we have
te = −0.365 ts1 = 0.346 ts2 = 0.525
The value ts1 is on the sheet right to the ut-o: arg(ts1) = 2pi. Besides, ts2 is on the sheet left to the ut-o:
arg(ts2) = 0. When we look on the polynom whih has ts1 and ts2 as roots, we an prove that the hypothesis
HFN5 is satised for
1
4
< b < 1
2
+ 1
6
√
3 (11)
3.2.2 Callot's domains
To study the anards of equation (6), we introdue two speial solutions, alled distinguished solutions by J.L.
Callot: X+ = (x+, y+) has an asymptoti
1
ondition X+(+∞) = 0 and X− = (x−, y−) has an asymptoti
ondition X−(−∞) = 0. They are unique. In this paragraph we build a domain D+ where X+ is innitesimal
(it orresponds in the omplex plane to the expression "going along a real interval"). In allmost all situations,
the builded domain is the maximal domain with this property.
1
Here the things are easier than in the general ase beause the domain Dt ontains the whole real axis. In general ase, there
is no uniity of the distinguished solution, but the dierene remains exponentially smaller than the omputed quantities.
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For trajetory X+ In this paragraph, it is better to hange the ut-o, and we dene (only in this paragraph)
(reiθ)
1
2 =
√
r e
iθ
2 θ ∈ [− 1
2
pi, 3
2
pi[
We are looking for a omplex domain D+ suh that the real point +∞ is in D+, the singularity b is not in D+.
We look for domains below +∞ (see denition 2) for the relief Rλ and also below +∞ for the relief Rµ.
On gure 9, suh domain is drawn
2
in dark. Attention: at the left, the domain has a spike with a real part
smaller than −b and a nonzero imaginay part. The intersetion of D+ with the real axis is ] − b, b[∪]b,+∞[.
The theorem of Callot (theorem 2) says that X+ is innitesimal on the whole S-interior of D+.
Atually, a more preise study shows that the domain D+ is not the maximal domain where X+ is innites-
imal: if we onsider domains on the the Riemann surfae (two sheets overing) we an add to D+ its onjugate
(drawn in lightgray on the gure 9). Beause the solution X+ is analyti without singularity at point b, it is
innitesimal on the symetri domain.
Figure 9: The domain D+ for b = 0.3
For trajetory X− A similar method gives the domain D− suh that X− is innitesimal on the S-interior of
D−. It is easier beause we do not need to onsider a two sheets overing. The domain D− is drawn on gure
10.
3.2.3 Evaluation of X+(b)
The slow urve x = y = 0 is repulsive for all positive t. Then the trajetory X+ is innitesimal at least for all t
positive non innitesimal (in fat it is innitesimal on a larger interval). Its asymptoti expansion in power of
ε3 is given by formal identiation in the equation: X+ =
∑
n≥0Xn(t)ε
3n
has to verify the reurrene identities{
x˙n−1 = txn + yn + δn−1c1
y˙n−1 = (t− b)xn + tyn + δn−1c2
where δn−1 = 1 if n = 1 and vanishes for all others n. The omputation of the rst terms is easy:
x(t) =
−c1t+ c2
t2 − t+ b ε
3 +
t(t2 + t− 3b)c1 + (−3t2 + t+ b)c2
(t2 − t+ b)3 ε
6 + O(ε9)
y(t) =
(t− b)c1 − tc2
t2 − t+ b ε
3 +
(−2t3 + 3bt2 + bt− b2)c1 + (t3 + 2t2 − 3bt− t+ b)c2
(t2 − t+ b)3 ε
6 + O(ε9)
and we we have now proved the
2
The piture is a little bit dierent when b is greater or smaller than − 3
2
− 1
6
√
123. For this partiular value, we have Rµ(b) =
Rµ(tc).
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Figure 10: The domain D− for b = 0.3
Proposition 9
X+(b) =


(− 1
b
c1 +
1
b2
c2
)
ε3 +
((
1
b3
− 2
b4
)
c1 +
(− 3
b4
+ 2
b5
)
c2
)
ε6 + O(ε9)
− 1
b
c2ε
3 +
(
1
b3
c1 +
(
1
b3
− 1
b4
)
c2
)
ε6 + O(ε9)


3.2.4 Evaluation of X−(b)
The simple method above is not onvenient to evaluate X−(b) beause we expet that X− does not go along
the slow manifold in a neighborhood of b.
We will use the expliit formula (8) to evaluate X−(b). The omputation is a little bit tedious. In all the
formulae below, the symbol O/ represent a quantity whih goes to zero when ε > 0 goes to zero.
The inverse of the matrix M is easy to ompute: we know the determinant of M (see the property 4 in the
appendix on Airy's funtions).
M−1(τ) = −2i
√
pi
ε
(
εj2A′
(
j2 τ−b
ε2
) −A (j2 τ−b
ε2
)
−εjA′ (j τ−b
ε2
)
A
(
j τ−b
ε2
) )
To ompute the integrals in formula (8), we hange the real path of integration ]−∞, b]. For some integrals
we hoose a path whih goes down the relief Rλ from −∞ to b, for other integrals, we hoose the onjugate
path whih goes down the relief Rµ (the idea is the same as in Callot's proof of theorem 2). The path whih
goes down Rλ is drawn on gure 8. The end of the path is a vertial segment from b+ iβ to b. At point b, it is
tangent to the level urve of the relief, then, the path does not go down the relief with the preise denition 1.
Thus, we have to be are with approximations at this point.
Let us denote
f(τ) = e
1
2
b2−τ2
ε3 A
(
j2
τ − b
ε2
)
It is one of the funtion we have to integrate to evaluate X−.
Lemma 10 Let us give τ suh that τ − b is non innitesimal and 1
3
pi < arg(τ − b) < pi. Then
|f(τ)| = exp
(−1
ε3
(Rλ(τ) −Rλ(b) +O/ )
)
Proof Using the asymptoti expansion of A (see in appendix), we have:
A
(
j2
τ − b
ε2
)
=
1
2
√
pi
exp
(
−2
3
(
j2
τ − b
ε2
) 3
2
)(
j2
τ − b
ε2
)− 1
4
(1 +O(ε3))
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Substituting in the formula of f , we have:
ε3 ln |f(τ)| = ℜ
(
1
2
b2 − 1
2
τ2 − 2
3
(j2(τ − b)) 32 +O/
)
We write τ − b in polar oordinates: τ − b = reiθ , with θ ∈] 1
3
pi, pi[. Then j2(τ − b) = rei(θ− 23pi). Beause θ− 2
3
pi
has an argument between − 1
2
pi and 1
2
pi, the power 3
2
gives
(
j2(τ − b)) 32 = r 32 ei( 32 θ−pi). This expression an be
writed −(τ − b) 32 , with the same determination of t 32 as in Rλ. 
The interesting onsequene of this lemma is that along the onsidered path, the funtion f is inreasing with
a logarithmi derivative of type ε−3. To preise, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 11 There exist two onstants k and δ standard3, positive suh that
∀σ ∈ [0, β
ε2
] ,
∣∣f(b+ iσε2)∣∣ < ke−δσ 32
Proof By dénition of f , we have
f(b+ iσε2) = e−
b
ε
σie
1
2
σ2εA(ij2σ) then
∣∣f(b+ iσε2)∣∣ = e 12σ2ε ∣∣A(ij2σ)∣∣
For real positive innitely large σ, the asymptoti expansion of the Airy funtion give the estimation
|A(ij2σ)| = 1
2
√
pi
∣∣∣∣e− 23 (ij2σ) 32
∣∣∣∣ |ij2σ|− 14 (1 +O/ ) = 12√piσ− 14 e−
√
2
3
σ
3
2 (1 +O/ )
(we know that ℜ((ij2) 32 ) =
√
2
2 ). Then if δ1 is real standard, less than
√
2
3 , we have the following inequality,
true for all σ innitely large:
|A(ij2σ)| < e−δ1σ
3
2
By permanene
4
, this inequality believes true for all real σ greater than some positive standard ω. We an
dedue the following majoration:
∀σ ∈ [ω, β
ε2
] ,
∣∣f(b+ iσε2)∣∣ < e 12σ2εe−δ1σ 32
For σ < ω, we have:
∀σ ∈ [0, ω] ,
∣∣f(b+ iσε2)∣∣ < e 12ω2εk1 < 2k1 with k1 = max
σ∈[0,ω]
|A(ij2σ)|
Then we are looking for a onstant δ suh that
∀σ ∈ [0, β
ε2
] , 1
2
σ2ε− δ1σ 32 < −δσ 32
The inequality is equivalent to σ <
4(δ1−δ)2
ε2
. A hoie of δ less than δ1 − 12
√
β is onvenient. This hoie is
possible only if δ1 > 12
√
β what is true as soon as β < 89 and δ1 near enough from
√
2
3 .
To verify the majoration of the lemma for σ < ω, we an hoose
k = 2k1e
δω
3
2
. 
The next lemma is the more tehnial part of the artile. The purpose is to evaluate an osillating integral
with suessive integrations by parts.
3
here, it is the same to assume that k and δ are independent of ε
4
The non standard arguments in these proofs an be replaed by lassial arguments, but, for that, new quantied variables
have to be added, and it seems to me that the idea of the proof is more understandable with nonstandard language.
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Lemma 12 We have the following expansion:∫ b
b+iβ
f(τ)dτ = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 +
(
1
b3
A(0)− 1
b4
A′′′(0)
)
ε6 +
(
3j2
b4
A′(0)− j
2
b5
A′′′′(0)
)
ε7 + O/ ε7
Proof Let us substitute τ by b+ iε2σ in the integral. We have
∫ b
b+iβ
f(τ)dτ = −iε2
∫ β
ε2
0
f(b+ iε2σ)dσ = −iε2
∫ β
ε2
0
e−
b
ε
σie
1
2
σ2εA(ij2σ)dσ
The exponential e−
b
ε
σi
is fast osillating. The exponential e
1
2
σ2ε
is innitely lose to 1 for all non innitely large
σ and A(ij2σ) is dereasing. All properties are heked to apply the method of integrations by parts. But there
is a diulty: e
1
2
σ2ε
is inreasing and does not believe lose to 1. Now, let us explain the omputations:
I =
∫ b
b+iβ
f(τ)dτ = I1 + I2 + I3 with
I1 =
ε3
b
(f(b+ βi)− f(b)) I2 = −ε
4
b
∫ β
ε2
0
σf(b+ iε2σ)dσ
I3 = − ij
2ε3
b
∫ β
ε2
0
fˆ(b + iε2σ)dσ with fˆ(b+ iε2σ) = e−
b
ε
σie
1
2
σ2εA′(ij2σ)
With lemma 11, we know that f(b+ βi) is exponentially smaller than f(b) = A(0). Thus, we have
I1 = −1
b
A(0)ε3 +O/ ε7
To estimate I2, we perform a new integration by parts:
I2 = J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 with
J1 = − iε
5
b2
β
ε2
f(b+ βi) J2 =
iε6
b2
∫ β
ε2
0
σ2f(b+ iε2σ)dσ
J3 = − j
2ε5
b2
∫ β
ε2
0
σfˆ(b+ iε2σ)dσ J4 =
iε5
b2
∫ β
ε2
0
f(b+ iε2σ)dσ
Beause f(b+ βi) is exponentially small, we have J1 = O/ ε
7
. We have also J4 = − ε3b2 I. If you substitute A′ for
A the expression I3 is the same as
j2ε
b
I. All the arguments are the same with funtion A′ and funtion A. Let
us denote Iˆi, Jˆi the expressions obtained from Ii and Ji when A
′
is substituted for A. Thus we have I3 =
j2ε
b
Iˆ.
To estimate J2 we perform a new integration by parts exatly as for evaluation of I2 : J2 = K1+K2+K3+K4.
All the integrals are bounded by a non innitely large real number beause all the integrated funtions are
bounded (see lemma 11) by a integrable standard funtion. To summarize:
I = I1 + I2 + I3 I2 = J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 J2 = K1 +K2 +K3 +K4
I1 = −1
b
A(0)ε3 +O/ ε7 J1 = O/ ε
7 K1 = O/ ε
7
I2 = O/ ε
3 J2 = O/ ε
5 K2 =
ε8
b3
∫ β
ε2
0
σ3f(b+ iε2σ)dσ = O/ ε7
I3 =
j2ε
b
Iˆ J3 =
j2ε
b
Iˆ2 K3 =
j2ε
b
Jˆ2 J4 = −ε
3
b2
I K4 = −2ε
3
b2
I2 (12)
Then, all the ingredients are given, and we an ompute the asymptoti expansion of I in powers of ε. To start,
we have I = O/ ε. For similar reason, Iˆ = O/ ε. Then, using formulae 12, we have I3 = O/ ε
2
, then I = O/ ε2. We
iterate the proess, inserting the known approximations in formulae 12, and we obtain a better approximation:
I3 = O/ ε
3
then
I = −1
b
A(0)ε3 + O/ ε3
The next step:
I3 = − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 +O/ ε4 J3 = O/ ε4 J4 =
1
b2
A(0)ε6 +O/ ε6 I2 = O/ ε
4
I = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 + O/ ε4
The next step: (do not use the relation A′′(0) = 0, beause we have sometimes to substitute A′ for A):
I3 = − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 +O/ ε5 J3 = O/ ε5 I2 = O/ ε5
I = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 + O/ ε5
The next step:
I3 = − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 − 1
b4
A′′′(0)ε6 +O/ ε6 J3 = O/ ε6 K3 = O/ ε6
J4 =
1
b3
A(0)ε6 +
j2
b4
A′(0)ε7 +O/ ε7 K4 = O/ ε8
J2 = O/ ε
6 I2 =
1
b3
A(0)ε6 +O/ ε6
I = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 +
(
1
b3
A(0)− 1
b4
A′′′(0)
)
ε6 +O/ ε6
The last step:
I3 = − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4− j
b3
A′′(0)ε5− 1
b4
A′′′(0)ε6+
(
j2
b4
A′(0)− j
2
b5
A′′′′(0)
)
ε7+O/ ε7 J3 =
j2
b4
A′(0)ε7+O/ ε7 K3 = O/ ε7
J2 = O/ ε
7 I2 =
1
b3
A(0)ε6 +
2j2
b4
A′(0)ε7 +O/ ε7
I = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 − j
b3
A′′(0)ε5 +
(
1
b3
A(0)− 1
b4
A′′′(0)
)
ε6 +
(
3j2
b4
A′(0)− j
2
b5
A′′′′(0)
)
ε7 + O/ ε7

Lemma 13 ∫ b+iβ
−∞
f(τ)dτ = exp
(−1
ε3
(Rλ(b+ iβ)−Rλ(b) +O/ )
)
Proof The hosen path goes down the relief Rλ, then the lemma is a orollary of the majoration of lemma
10. 
Lemma 14∫ b
−∞
e
1
2
b2−τ2
ε3 A
(
j2
τ − b
ε2
)
dτ = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
2
b2
A′(0)ε4 +
(
1
b3
− 1
b4
)
A(0)ε6 +
(
3j2
b4
− 2j
2
b5
)
A′(0)ε7 + O/ ε7
∫ b
−∞
e
1
2
b2−τ2
ε3 A′
(
j2
τ − b
ε2
)
dτ = −1
b
A′(0)ε3 − j
b3
A(0)ε5 +
(
1
b3
− 2
b4
)
A′(0)ε6 + O/ ε7
∫ b
−∞
e
1
2
b2−τ2
ε3 A
(
j
τ − b
ε2
)
dτ = −1
b
A(0)ε3 − j
b2
A′(0)ε4 +
(
1
b3
− 1
b4
)
A(0)ε6 +
(
3j
b4
− 2j
b5
)
A′(0)ε7 + O/ ε7
∫ b
−∞
e
1
2
b2−τ2
ε3 A′
(
j
τ − b
ε2
)
dτ = −1
b
A′(0)ε3 − j
2
b3
A(0)ε5 +
(
1
b3
− 2
b4
)
A′(0)ε6 + O/ ε7
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Proof With lemmas 12 and 13, the rs part of the lemma is proved. A similar omputation gives the seond
part, if we remember that A′′(0) = 0 but A′′′(0) 6= 0. So, the vanishing terms are not the same in the two
formulas. The two last formulas are the omplex onjugate of the two rst one. 
Proposition 15
X−(b) =


(− 1
b
c1 +
1
b2
c2
)
ε3 +
((
1
b3
− 2
b4
)
c1 +
(− 3
b4
+ 2
b5
)
c2
)
ε6 + O(ε9)
− 1
b
c2ε
3 +
(
1
b3
c1 +
(
1
b3
− 1
b4
)
c2
)
ε6 + O(ε9)


Proof Insert the estimations of lemma 14 in the expliit formula (8), and, after tedious simpliations, the
proposition is proved. 
Conjeture 16 The two values X−(b) and X+(b) have the same asymptoti expansion.
With Maple, I heked that the two expansions oinide until terms in ε9.
4 Appendix: Airy's funtions
The Airy's equation is linear, non autonomous of seond order. It is
d2x
dt2
= tx (13)
The pair (A(t), B(t)) of Airy's funtions is a fondamental system of solutions. The funtion satisfy the following
properties (these results an be found in every book on speial funtions).
1. The value at the origin are:
A(0) = 3−
2
3
1
Γ( 2
3
)
A′(0) = −3
1
6
2
Γ( 2
3
)
pi
B(0) = 3−
1
6
1
Γ( 2
3
)
B′(0) =
3
2
3
2
Γ( 2
3
)
pi
2. On a setor of angle less than
2
3
pi, around the positive real axis5, the Airy's funtions have an asymptoti
expansion for t going to innity:
A(t) =
1
2
√
pi
e−
2
3
t
3
2
t−
1
4 (1 +O(t−
3
2 )) A′(t) = − 1
2
√
pi
e−
2
3
t
3
2
t
1
4 (1 +O(t−
3
2 ))
B(t) =
1√
pi
e
2
3
t
3
2
t−
1
4 (1 +O(t−
3
2 )) B′(t) =
1√
pi
e
2
3
t
3
2
t
1
4 (1 +O(t−
3
2 ))
The funtions A et B are osillating when t goes to −∞.
3. Let us denote j = e
2
3
ipi = − 1
2
+
√
3
2 i. The Airy's equation is invariant by the hange of variable t 7→ jt,
then A(jt) and B(jt) are also solutions. So they an be written as a linear ombination of A(t) and B(t).
We perform an identiation at point 0 to nd the oeients:
A(jt) = − 1
2
j2A(t) + 1
2
ij2B(t) B(jt) = 3
2
ij2A(t)− 1
2
j2B(t)
A(j2t) = − 1
2
jA(t) − 1
2
ijB(t) B(j2t) = − 3
2
ijA(t)− 1
2
jB(t)
4. Classialy, the ouple (A(t), B(t)) is hosen for a base of the set of solutions. It ould be better (in a
study in the omplex plane) to hoose (A(jt), A(j2t)) for base. With Liouville's theorem, we prove that
the following determinant is onstant, and we ompute its value at the origin.
det
(
A(jt) A(j2t)
jA′(jt) j2A′(j2t)
)
=
i
2pi
5
Take are: the determination of t
3
2
is here the lassial determination with a ut o on the negative real axis, not the
determination hoose along all this artile
16
Figure 11: Graphs of Airy's real funtions A and B
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